All kits come with comprehensive lesson plans and class notes.
Electricity Class Kits

- **Electricity class pack:**
  Our bumper electricity pack is designed for the primary classroom, a must for anyone diving into electricity. Cost €169

- **Lighthouse class kit**
  Enhance student’s knowledge of circuits with this real world STEM kit. Cost €69 per 30 or €35 per 15.

- **Drawbot Kit:**
  This unique kit jittering robot kit is a must to bring science to life and create super fun drawing bots. Cost €79 per 30 or €39 per 15.
Chemistry Class Kits

- **Chemistry Class Bumper kit:**
  We designed this kit to be child friendly and teacher friendly, it is bursting with plastic lab ware. Designed to carry out inquiry led investigations with ease. €179

- **Colour Mixing kit**
  A must for any infant class, an excellent introduction to the world or science and exploring. €35

- **Digital Scope**
  60x magnifying hand-held digital microscope (with a docking base). Connect to your computer via a USB. Perfect for investigating colour and crystals. €39.99